DAILY MINI – KING STREET DAFFODIL

This image is a challenge mini and the second in our weekend celebration of spring flowers
of Lancaster! Lots of variations on the color of orange in this tulip I photographed on King
Street when I was walking my dogs. I’m providing the black and white version which may
help you discern where color changes happen. You can work any style you’d like but this
feels like a thread painting pattern where you can use a single thread for each color and
work it slowly and deliberately, using long and short stitches to create a lovely, delicate
gradient.
INSTRUCTIONS
To copy the image onto fabric, simply do the following:
1. Right-click on the image above to save it to your computer.
2. Print out the image onto regular paper. The image will be small and centered in the
middle of your 8-1/2 x 11 sheet of paper.
3. Pin or tape the paper to the fabric you’ll be stitching on.
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4. Tape the combined paper and fabric to a light-filled window so you can see the
pattern through the fabric. (Or use a lightbox if you have one!)
5. Lightly trace the image onto your fabric - you can use a regular pencil or one made
for marking fabric that will disappear with heat or water.
6. Remove the paper, hoop your fabric and start stitching!
IDEAS
Stitch with stabilizer attached to the back to turn into a patch you can sew to a jacket or
jeans. Turn into a pin cushion if you cross stitch. Or simply display in a small hoop or
frame. Change the color completely if you’d like! Have FUN!
Share your completed minis with us on social media using the
hashtag #rabbitandrocketmini. From time to time we’ll pick a completed mini someone
has shared and drop the maker a gift from us for brightening everyone's day!
You can find us on Facebook or Instagram or YouTube!
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